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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Local leaders facing the immediate aftermath of a divisive incident should consider helping their staffs to take the following seven steps roughly simultaneously, all discussed in more detail in this document:

- **Consult with community leaders** who are community bridge builders or have a stake in the conflict to listen to their concerns. Seek their help in constructive communication and problem solving before you make decisions about next steps. **Let the public know** about the consultations. **Keep these leaders informed** on an ongoing basis.

- **Develop a protocol** between the mayor and law enforcement and **let the public know** that the mayor and law enforcement are working together on a constructive response. Keep city/county department directors in the communication loop.

- **Seek counsel** concerning what other leaders have found helpful in analogous situations from organizations such as those listed on the reverse side of this card.

- **Frame the matter** (“What we are facing together is...”) **to include the longer-term underlying issues as well as immediate concerns**. The aim is to demonstrate your understanding of the depth and breadth of issues and to help the public understand the perspective of their fellow residents.

- **Acknowledge the pain** that may fall unevenly on residents but that it is the shared hope of all to deal with the hurt of any. Take time to acknowledge that city/county staff may be feeling the pain as well.

- **Lay the groundwork** for more discussion/deliberation regarding both the immediate and underlying concerns, and commit publicly to these plans.

- **Use communication** approaches and other means to reach and be trusted by each pertinent group within the community, city/county staff, social media influencers, and external audiences. Monitor social media and counter misinformation. Move quickly to reflect the urgency felt by the public.

- **Offer safe avenues** for residents and staff to express their views and emotions.

Once the immediate crisis has passed, local leaders should consider longer-term strategies for addressing the underlying causes of the conflict:

- **Work with stakeholders** to develop solutions to both longer-term problems and immediate concerns and to implement them.

- **Let the public know** how issues are being addressed through regular reports. Keep residents engaged in addressing the issues.
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PREFACE

What begins as a normal day in a local community can erupt in protests and demonstrations by evening; looting and violence may follow as the evening progresses. The spark may be an incident that illuminates a deep divide among residents and touches emotional nerves. Media coverage can spread the news quickly, and social media can both feed emotions and lead to gatherings to express opinion or foment disorder.

Local public officials and other community leaders have little time to react when faced with divisive issues and events. Many recent incidents triggering unrest have galvanized concerns about racial profiling in law enforcement though this document offers strategies more broadly. For example, imagine the following: Several members of a non-majority religious group announce plans and funding for a high profile center celebrating its tenets. Within hours, the community faces conflict. Or another community learns that buses full of refugees will be brought to their community for temporary care, and a mob forms to stop the buses.

Though leaders in these situations have little time to act, their early decisions influence the course of events for months to come. In one recent situation, for example, the decisions that left a body of a young man shot by a police officer uncovered for hours and that moved military-type tanks into position near a protest, conveyed to some members of the public a deep lack of respect and an “us versus them” attitude. Those decisions shaped the form, tone, and content of subsequent interactions between public officials and community stakeholders as they acted to promote order, sustain dialogue, address issues, and advance the general welfare.

This document identifies for local leaders some considerations for actions that they might take in those critical early moments as well as in the weeks that follow. The primary intended audience is these local leaders who will take charge in the event of unrest, as well as the staff they charge with various tasks. But we also hope to make it useful to business, bar, faith community, and advocacy group leaders who play crucial roles in these situations. We invite and encourage those serving particular sectors of this audience – mayors, law enforcement, advocacy groups, for example – to draw from and tailor this document for each constituency. In fact, The Creative Commons Attribution-Share Alike International License (see page 2) authorizes this collaboration, seeking only attribution as other groups publish this or an adapted text for nonprofit and nonexclusive purposes.

The Divided Community Project has also written Planning in Advance of Community Unrest (2d ed., 2020), a document to guide communities that seek to improve the resilience of a community, to identify issues and create ways to address them before they cause an eruption, and to prepare their communities to deal constructively with unrest if it occurs. Two other publications that provide more depth on this are Divided Communities and Social Media and Identifying a Community Spirit. The Divided Community Project’s goal is to continue to develop and distill materials for public officials and other community leaders in communities facing volatile conflict as new insights are developed by those who work with or study divided communities. It is an iterative project; as the Project learns of new information, it will add to and modify this document and other project materials to reflect new insights.
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INTRODUCTION

When leaders are faced with community unrest, they find themselves playing critical roles in restoring peace and public safety, protecting the community, and responding to the media. But these leaders can achieve greater success if they organize their staffs to juggle even more interests and issues, according to those experienced in dealing with these conflicts.

In order to respond effectively to community unrest, leaders need to be able to quickly create a framework for getting people from across the spectrum to work together to address the many challenges. The level of response called for, and the necessity of dealing with difficult issues, requires coordinated actions among many players. The nature of the political environment in the community also has an impact. Such things as whether the political players are on the same “team,” or whether previous divisions existed are factors that can make it more challenging to deal with the situation and develop the working relationships needed to address the problem.

This document addresses key considerations for leaders faced with these difficult situations. The first section provides suggestions leaders can employ to help their communities handle the immediate aftermath of a divisive incident. These considerations include: bringing in skilled mediators to help mediate the conflict and assist in developing strategies at every step; working with law enforcement, key stakeholders, and the media; defining and framing the issues; and building trust. The second section deals with longer-term strategies for addressing the causes of conflict. The goal of the strategies is to facilitate the constructive expression of concern and to guide this advocacy to enduring resolutions rather than to violence and deeper bitterness.

Each of the suggestions includes some possible strategies for implementation and an illustration of the strategy in practice. The Appendix lists resources for securing additional information. Other documents by the Divided Community Project, Planning in Advance of Community Unrest, Divided Communities and Social Media, and Identifying a Community Spirit, counsel on how communities might plan to deal with community unrest while also developing ways to deal with division before it escalates to polarization or violence.
DEALING WITH THE IMMEDIATE AFTERMATH OF A DIVISIVE INCIDENT

As conflict emerges, community leaders will be focused on providing safe avenues for expression of concerns and on de-escalating or reducing the intensity of the conflict in order to preserve peace and protect the community. It may not be until the immediate impact of the incident has been handled that they will think of moving toward achieving outcomes that will deal with the heart of the problems and create a more resilient community, the topic of the next section, but there is reason to work on both objectives together as soon as feasible. This section aims to synthesize and consolidate the collective wisdom of community leaders and professionals with experience in dealing with the most pressing early issues.

(1) MEDIATORS

Bring in mediators with experience in volatile community conflicts and conflict resolution expertise to advise your leadership team and begin discussions with stakeholders on a process for solving problems.

Bringing in a mediator who has worked in other volatile community conflicts allows the community to benefit from first-hand knowledge developed in other communities. The mediator can draw on this experience to help leaders shape the crucial first responses to the conflict.

The mediator can help local leaders develop a process to deal with the threat of violence or actual violence that has occurred, develop safe avenues for people to express their views and emotions, and begin to address the issues that are at the heart of residents’ concerns. Organizing these processes immediately is important, but feasible in that short timeframe only with the engagement of mediators.
Once this happens, people may feel less need to escalate their actions in order to gain the community’s attention. In the context of a conflict regarding racial disparities, Hilary Shelton, Senior Vice President for Advocacy, NAACP, advises leaders, “Lay out a strategy for de-escalation that demonstrates a way forward (a pathway to better conditions). For example, [local officials] need to demonstrate an understanding of the racial disparities, historic context, and a way to address those issues.” The Kirwan Institute’s Principles of Equitable Civil Engagement also highlight the importance of understanding that “structural power imbalances have an important impact on how individuals engage in their community and effectively planning to constructively approach the conflicts that arise in sharing community power.” (See Part III below.)

Local mediators may effectively assist with de-escalating a volatile community conflict and brokering a durable solution. However, some of those involved in the conflicts may only speak to outsiders from agencies like the Community Relations Service (CRS). Congress created CRS to assist communities when community conflicts or tensions arise from differences of race, color, national origin, gender, gender identity, sexual orientation, religion, and disability. “Third parties can make difficult conversations safe,” explain Grande Lum, Director of the Community Relations Service, a U.S. Department of Justice agency that has statutory protection for its confidential mediations.

POSSIBLE STRATEGIES

- Call the Community Relations Service of the U.S. Department of Justice. Even if CRS does not intervene directly, it can provide confidential counsel. CRS uses a neutral, behind-the-scenes approach of assisting in conflict situations. CRS is not an investigatory or prosecutorial agency, and it does not have any law enforcement authority nor does it forward confidential information to law enforcement agencies within or outside the Department. For more on CRS, see the Resources section at the end of this document.

- When possible, engage local mediators who have experience in volatile community conflicts. This strategy makes sense even if CRS intervenes. CRS can partner with local mediators, who can stay in the community longer to create a sustainable solution and construct a process that can adapt to address subsequent community conflict. To identify these persons, contact CRS, city officials in communities like Sanford, Florida that have recently dealt with community conflict, or nonprofit organizations such as Everyday Democracy and Public Conversations (see Resources).

- Look for conflict experts within and outside your communities who can supplement the work of these individuals. Bar associations, businesses, and faith communities, for example, may suggest people whose mediation training allows them to be a positive force as demonstrations unfold or as people need an opportunity to discuss emotional issues. They may have the background to arrange events that will be helpful in expressing emotions and identifying underlying concerns. In addition, conflict experts from within your community may be able to provide context and insight regarding the origins of the conflict or the culture of the local community to aid the other mediators in their work.
ILLUSTRATION

“In 2012 George Zimmerman, a Hispanic neighborhood watch volunteer, shot and killed Trayvon Martin, [an African-American teenager]…. When the Sanford Police Department did not immediately arrest George Zimmerman, a group of African-American residents issued demands related both to the arrest and prosecution of Zimmerman and to their concerns about broader racial injustice within Sanford. Once the state appointed a special prosecutor, and the prosecution of Zimmerman began, the legal system’s response to the shooting moved to the prosecutor’s and court’s domains.

“Some city officials spoke optimistically about resolving the concerns about and moving past what they viewed as a single incident, but Andrew Thomas [a city official who had spent his career [as a mediator] dealing with community conflict in New York] had a different view. Thomas had been talking with African-American residents broadly. The issues would have to be shaped over time, and they would be broader than Zimmerman’s shooting of Trayvon Martin. Moreover, having worked in polarized situations before, Thomas predicted that national groups of various kinds and media would arrive within days and would assert additional demands and viewpoints. These groups would sometimes attract crowds and sometimes seek confrontation....

“Because many African-American residents distrusted the city officials, city officials asked the Community Relations Service at the U.S. Department of Justice to send mediators to improve relationships across the communities within Sanford. If CRS mediators succeeded, that would give some resilience to the community in the coming months as national media and national groups arrived and might ultimately make it possible to have a cross-community dialogue about the issues that divided the city’s residents. CRS recognized the potential for serious consequences in Sanford and sent mediators from a number of regional offices. Sanford and CRS officials agreed that CRS would first build relationships among the clergy in Sanford; the clergy after all cared about a peaceful resolution, and people from [across] Sanford’s communities trusted their pastors.... In time, Thomas helped facilitate conversations about changes in Sanford....

“No violence occurred in Sanford during these demonstrations. Sanford’s police made no arrests. Local talks continue, and Thomas sees people talking with each other who would not have done so a few years ago. The police continue to change. Residents remain engaged. Thomas expects that it will take more time, though he says that, increasingly, people are proud to be Sanford residents.”


STAKEHOLDERS

Identify and engage stakeholders, those persons who have a stake in the conflict or can be a resource for developing and implementing a durable resolution.

Early engagement of key stakeholders serves a number of purposes. First, even in the earliest actions, leaders can be more effective if they understand key groups’ fundamental concerns. “Community leaders need to understand what the hot button issues are and what interests there are,” explains Thomas Battles, CRS Conciliator and Regional Director.

Second, as discussed above, conflict escalates when people feel their voices are not being heard. Conflict may also escalate if those who hold the key to the solution do not appear to be engaged. But seeking the engagement of these individuals offers hope of a solution.

Third, community bridge-builders within the community can be helpful from the start. People listen to key community leaders and they can help people understand the issues causing conflict as well as the goals that bind the community together. Community leaders can introduce and explain the processes for enabling community members to be heard. But business leaders, leaders in the legal profession, and others often will not come forward unless asked. Gwen Whiting, experienced mediator and Senior Associate at Everyday Democracy, suggests, “Ministers have the ear of the public.” Richard Myers, who
served as police chief in several cities, notes the importance of adding other bridge-building leaders as well as faith leaders. “Leadership is situational,” he says. “We need to be nimble enough to work with the leadership that develops in a given situation. It won’t always be faith leaders. Young people aren’t going to church the way their parents were.”

Gathering the right people to be involved – and involving them in the right ways – will probably require consultation with the mediator. For example, on the questions of what individuals to involve, Andrew Thomas, a mediator who played a key role in Sanford, Florida, and who spent his career mediating in New York, notes that those who step forward to be heard are not necessarily those who should be engaged on a regular basis, though one should always be in communication with them. For regular involvement, he urges looking for those who are influential or who are decision-makers within particular communities of interest. In addition, the mediator may identify points of view or areas of expertise that should be represented by someone.

Getting the right people involved will also be an iterative process. As the group begins to suggest solutions, for example, involving more people may facilitate implementing the solutions. Or if one group demands that a public official be dismissed there will likely be another group outraged at such a decision. In other words, that demand may indicate a need to involve others. The choices of which people to involve may also be influenced by a desire to diminish the likelihood that partisan politics become a barrier to achieving solutions.

Stakeholder groups can also build trust in leaders (see the next section), particularly if they are as diverse (taking into account the issues raised) as the community as a whole.

POSSIBLE STRATEGIES

- Assign a staff member to identify, in consultation with the mediator and others, individuals who may be affected by or have an effect on the effort, and to continue that process of identifying additional persons on an ongoing basis.

- Establish liaisons between community officials and these diverse community members, using a strategy that keeps local officials in communication with some people on a limited basis and engages others who can be more constructive on a regular basis. See, e.g. a U.S. Attorney’s Office outreach, http://www.justice.gov/usao-ndoh/community-outreach.

- Identify interests that need to be represented even when no one with that interest has asked to be heard and choose those who can represent these interests. “Community leaders have to find a way to engage the disenfranchised,” pointed out Richard Myers, Chief of Police, Newport News, Virginia; former Chief of Police, Sanford, Florida, noting especially the importance of reaching “the new generation, the new political leaders, the new group of activists.”

- Involve people who can help build bridges to various interest communities and to organizations that can help provide solutions, and facilitate communications between these groups. Depending on the community and the issues, these might include faith leaders, business and bar leaders, youth leaders, and others. In one rural community, the only local physician served this role.

- Consider involving experts, individuals who know the community well and local conflict mediators, who may help officials understand historical and other background issues in conflict. Understanding the depth of the problems underlying the conflict will help identify stakeholders to engage in finding solutions.

- Consider whether these individuals need training to participate effectively. CRS and nonprofit organizations can provide training.
TRUST

Keep in mind the brittleness of some residents’ trust in their local leaders in the midst of volatile conflict and follow approaches likely to develop or enhance that trust.

In order to de-escalate a community conflict, it is important that people feel that they can trust those in charge – that their leaders are honest and open and that they understand and care about all segments within their community. The incident that sparks unrest may be one that undermines that public trust, at least for a part of the community.

Public officials’ early actions and statements following such an incident may also build or diminish trust. For example, if the problem is characterized in terms of “us versus them,” some portion of the community will doubt that public officials view it as their duty to serve them. In emotional conflicts, an official’s silence or lack of openness, a typical reaction in

“Cincinnati Riots 2001" by Ryan Thomas is licensed under CC BY-NC-ND 2.0.

Illustration 1

“In February 2012, CRS worked closely with leaders of the African American community and Korean merchants to reduce tensions stemming from an incident that occurred between an influential religious leader and a merchant during a store purchase. The incident received considerable coverage by local media and resulted in boycotts, protests, and heightened community and police concerns over the potential for violence. In response, CRS convened community leaders and the local clergy alliance, members of the Korean merchants’ association, and local officials to engage in a facilitated dispute resolution process. The groups met, were led through a problem-solving dialogue, and developed an action plan that included an agreement by the members of the association to increase customer-service standards and to develop a collaborative program to educate both the African American and Korean communities about the other’s cultural norms. In addition, CRS worked with African American community leaders and the Korean Merchants’ Association to establish a permanent working group that would meet regularly to address a number of long-standing community issues beyond the scope of the initial conflict.”

Illustration 2

In Sanford, Florida residents recently sought an apology for the closing of a city pool fifty years earlier. Some of the city leaders at first found the demand irritating; it occurred so long in the past.

But involving a city historian helped the city officials to understand that people still living had been excluded from swimming in a city pool because of “whites only” policies and that these people recalled vividly that the city had closed the pool because federal law otherwise required them to integrate. The historian helped officials realize that, though they had not perpetrated this harm, they could be a part of resolving this still-current bitterness by acknowledging what had occurred and the effects of the insult on many of its residents and suggesting an official city apology. Though the apology did not occur, the conversation was cathartic for participants.
such situations, may weaken public trust. Treating something as “business as usual,” when a segment of residents are upset, may engender a lack of trust that officials care about those residents. Norton Bonaparte, City Manager, Sanford, Florida, underlines the importance of focusing public officials on this issue: “People don’t care what you know, until they know that you care.”

Actions and decisions also affect trust. If a quick promise is made that the official has no ability to keep, it may cause people to doubt the honesty of their leaders. So, too, people may feel alienated from leadership when a leader announces a decision without explaining all of the viewpoints that were taken into consideration before making it.

POSSIBLE STRATEGIES

- Help your staff understand that some conflicts are precipitated or arise because of a lack of trust, and they must work to earn public trust in this context.

- Develop an understanding of the needs and concerns of all of those involved and demonstrate that understanding. Hilary Shelton, Senior Vice President for Advocacy, NAACP, put it this way: “If a government official came to the people and said, ‘Trust me,’ the first question they want to have answered is ‘Why?’ As we think about what we expect from those we empower in our government, there is an expectation that they know what our needs are. Government needs to demonstrate an understanding of what those needs are.”

- Involve people from multiple disciplines and viewpoints in examining the economic, social, and political realities for each community within the community and be sure that those speaking for the community understand these realities.

- Convey compassion for people expressing a sincere viewpoint, regardless of their stance or the issue at hand.

- Recognize the role of racial differences in making certain that all feel involved in the community. The Ohio State University’s Kirwan Institute for the Study of Race and Ethnicity explains: “If you live in a community where people are friendly and the environment is safe and healthy, you may see a community as a warm, open, and safe place. However, if you’ve experienced discrimination at a grocery store or a misunderstanding between neighbors from different backgrounds, it may create a different picture. In order to build an inclusive community engagement environment, we cannot afford to marginalize the experiences of our neighbors.”

The Institute recommends:

- “Acknowledging the historical inequities in ... communities,

- Recognizing the role that stereotypes and cultural assumptions play in ... engagement activities,

- Understanding that structural power imbalances have an important impact on how individuals engage in their community.

- Effectively planning to constructively approach the conflicts that arise in sharing community power.”

— The Principles of Equitable Civic Engagement.
For example, Mayor John Hamilton of Bloomington Indiana announced a plan to re-open a farmer’s market where white nationalists had frightened others and noted:

“Ideologies of white supremacy and segregation have long scarred our country and community. They have damaged and still damage our entire society, but people of color and other targeted minorities bore and bear the vast weight of the damage. The ongoing struggle to eliminate the ugly bigotry and hate that persist demands energy and determination. And a recognition that the fears and difficulty of that struggle can still weigh very differently on different individuals. It is critical that mutual support and caring thrive in our community. We’ve all seen communities come together after dreadful tragedies. We need to do so before one arrives, by embracing the trust and care we so need of each other” (City of Bloomington News Release, August 13, 2019).

- Demonstrate an understanding of the heart of the problem, not just the most recent incident. Leaders can do this by defining the issues broadly enough so that all can embrace the definition. For more detail on doing this assessment, see another Divided Community document, Planning in Advance of Community Unrest (2d ed., 2020, Step 2).

- Determine whether those representing the government side are as diverse (taking into account the issues in conflict) as the community as a whole. If they are not, it may help to involve diverse individuals and demonstrably listen to them. “We can’t simply listen to the insiders, we need to hear from all the voices in the community,” said Carl Smallwood, past president, National Association of Bar Presidents. “Community leaders must surround themselves with diverse partners in order to speak with authority.” Speaking to the law enforcement context, he added, “It’s hard to promote faith in the rule of law if there is a stark racial contrast between those charged with enforcing the law and the communities they serve.”

- Explain clearly what has been decided and why, and convey those explanations so that they will reach all parts of the community, even if this is not typically done. “The community leaders need to show courage, integrity, and leadership. They need to make decisions that maybe everyone won’t agree with, but will understand why the decision was made and what went into making it,” said Richard Myers, Chief of Police, Newport News, Virginia; former Chief of Police, Sanford, Florida.

- Determine whether and how public officials can respond to some issues early on. For example, Andrew Thomas suggested the following based on what occurred in Sanford, Florida: “Officials should go to the town-hall meetings and be prepared to listen. Determine if there are things that you can address that will establish good will and show that you care (find the ‘low hanging fruit’).”

- Form a communitywide advisory council to provide advice and counsel in matters of policy, strategy, and tactics to the community leadership. An advisory council can provide valuable suggestions and feedback as the city develops its response strategy as well as become a conduit for disseminating a consistent message. Though it may help do to this immediately, the advisory council may also become the platform for addressing underlying issues in the future. Because of the strategic gains in forming this council with current considerations in mind, it may make sense not to charge an existing council, such as a mayor’s police advisory council, with these new tasks.
Show a sense of urgency regarding the concerns of all parts of the community. The public wants community officials to “show some urgency.” “When there is something ‘cooking,’ people don’t want their government moving at snail pace,” points out Richard Myers, Chief of Police, Newport News, Virginia; former Chief of Police, Sanford, Florida.

Be certain that all parts of the government “walk the walk.” Consider training code enforcers, law enforcement, courts clerks and others on issues of equity and sensitivity. Train those who will represent the local government at various gatherings. Two forms of training illustrate what may be helpful:

One trainer suggests the following: “Many mediators will first demand compliance from the escalated person by telling them to be quiet or to ‘calm down’... As a way to unplug the power struggle, ask the person why they are upset or what they wish to achieve. Your question, together with a demonstration that you are listening, signals to the escalated person that you are interested in supporting them” (Services Alternatives Training Institute).

CRS conciliator Thomas Battles also suggests that training in conversations about race might be appropriate: “People are afraid to take on the issue of race and racial tension even though we know it exists. For city officials, it is key to deal with it from the outset and understand how to manage those conversations – an issue of preparing for these instances.”

ILLUSTRATION

In Sanford, Florida, police and community leaders met buses of those coming in for the rally and welcomed them, got elderly grandparents of the victim to the rally by providing a golf cart, opened city council meetings and added huge video screens outside for the overflow crowd, mixed with crowds at demonstrations, and advised local persons to yield the stage when outside groups tried to provoke a confrontation.

– Andrew Thomas, Community Relations and Neighborhood Engagement Director, City of Sanford, Florida.
(IV) PROTOCOLS BETWEEN LAW ENFORCEMENT AND OTHER LOCAL OFFICIALS

Agree to protocols between law enforcement and other local officials so that public officials do not work at cross-purposes.

Often the first individuals on the ground helping to defuse community conflict are members of law enforcement. It is important that mayors and other city leaders, both formal and informal, establish a working relationship with law enforcement in order to properly establish rules of engagement and to coordinate the de-escalation measures. The strategy may change depending on whether law enforcement is the lightning rod in the conflict.

In all situations, though, a goal should be to help law enforcement be a part of the solution and be viewed by the public in that way.

POSSIBLE STRATEGIES

- Engage law enforcement early; encourage them to work together with the mediator and community officials to de-escalate the conflict. Develop protocols – who calls whom and who does what – for each likely situation.

- Divert those who do not belong in the criminal justice system as much as feasible, both pre- and post-arrest.

- Develop a protocol, sensitive to the situation, regarding informing the public. If the public is concerned about whether the mayor is in charge of law enforcement, for example, it may be best for the mayor’s office to issue media releases about police matters. In other situations, police departments may directly stay in touch with the public about what they have learned and their actions.

- Consider how law enforcement presence will affect efforts to de-escalate in each situation. Will it deter or precipitate violence? Should trained community members stand between demonstrators and law enforcement? Should law enforcement representatives participate as community members in town hall meetings? On the positive side, such participation may give them an opportunity to hear from the other side in an environment where a moderator is present and they can speak directly to residents about their decisions.
In situations involving race particularly, consider whether to begin holding regular meetings between members of law enforcement and members of the community. Two law enforcement leaders explain the rationale:

“To say that the minority community has a conflicted relationship with law enforcement is a profound understatement,” said U.S. Attorney General Loretta Lynch. She added, “But if you listen closely, you can hear how often both groups are saying the same thing: ‘Don’t look at me and just see the uniform.’ ‘Don’t look at me and assume the worst.’ There is a mutual desire to be understood. We can find commonality from this common ground” (U.S. DOJ COPS, Strengthening the Relationship Between Law Enforcement and Communities of Color 2014).

Cincinnati’s police chief, Jeffrey Blackwell, sounded a similar theme: “Policing is all about relationships, and in order to do that, we have to recognize that we have fractures. Be authentic, transparent, and a sustained force in the community and explain your culture. It’s all about how you treat people and the relationships you build” (2014 Conference by Office of Community Policing, U.S. Department of Justice).

ILLUSTRATION

Three years after the shooting of Trayvon Martin by a neighborhood watch volunteer in Sanford, Florida, national attention had turned elsewhere.

One morning, the National Action Network (“NAN”), a group headed by Rev. Al Sharpton, notified a Sanford official of plans to march to the Sanford courthouse at 6:00 that evening, a Friday, to bring media attention to police actions in Baltimore.

Sanford was holding an arts festival that weekend, with 200 vendors setting up in streets that had been closed for the event and thousands of visitors on their way to attend. Fortunately, Sanford had a list of about 25 people – city officials, city and county law enforcement, media relations, permit offices, and more – that were ready to deal with urgent issues like this and could be part of handling the NAN march and demonstration in the best possible way. A city official contacted someone at NAN indicating the willingness of the city to cooperate with planning the event and arranging for police protection for demonstrators, and asking if there was a willingness to be flexible about the route to the courthouse.

The answer was yes. With quick cooperation among local leaders, the NAN march and arts festival proceeded simultaneously and without conflict that evening, with media connections and law enforcement protections, including police helicopters to ensure the safety of demonstrators, in place.

– Andrew Thomas, Senior Project Manager and mediator, Sanford, Florida.
(V) MEDIA/COMMUNICATIONS

Develop communications strategies that match the unfolding situation and the variety of interested media.

The course of the conflict may depend in part on the media/communications strategy developed in the first hours after leaders first become aware of the problems. The first interview clip may be played again and again, potentially exciting negative emotions each time. As then CRS Director Grande Lum observed, “How the information is explained and made public has a great impact on reducing the potential for community disruption.”

Every aspect of de-escalating a conflict and moving to positive solutions depends on an effective media/communications strategy. That strategy will affect whether people know that their concerns will be addressed through a process, their levels of emotion, their trust in their leaders, their confidence in law enforcement, and their ability to work together as a community in the future. Thus, the group that develops the media/communications strategy should take into account these aspects in their strategy.

The protocols need to avoid confusion among local officials. Sanford, Florida’s City Manager Norton Bonaparte, reflecting on the aftermath of the Trayvon Martin shooting, said, “We need to not only get the story out accurately, but we also need to determine who is the appropriate person to get the story out. Find out who has the information, who can distill that information, and who should be the one to disseminate it. It’s important that everyone has the same story and understands the city’s position and legal obligations so that you are prepared whenever the media stops you on the street.”

Communications by others may also affect the course of the conflict. Leaders can develop a strategy for dealing with them, though they do not control them. Many of these persons care about averting violence, for example, and, if reminded, will be open to including admonitions about peaceful responses in their statements. The communications strategy might also include plans for events at which people express emotions and listen to each other. Increasingly, the strategy must incorporate ways to deal with social media and with national media outlets (see Divided Community Project, Community Division and Social Media (2d ed., 2019)). The perception broadcast by national media may not fit how local residents experience the conflict. In Baltimore, for example, in the aftermath of the death of Freddie Gray in police custody, one national media outlet featured an evening-long countdown to the implementation of a city-wide curfew, though the Baltimore streets were largely empty and local media had moved on to other stories.
POSSIBLE STRATEGIES

Immediately convene a media/communications strategy meeting. It should include communications professionals (including those accustomed to dealing with the national media), those who understand the sensitivities regarding the conflict, those who have experience in other such community-wide conflicts (perhaps the mediator), and key public officials, including law enforcement. Questions for this group include:

- Who should speak to the media and in other settings?
- How can the communications convey that the public official understands the importance of the situation?
- Should law enforcement have a separate spokesperson from the other local government spokesperson?
- Who decides what will be said?
- What additional resources will be needed if national media become interested?
- How can each audience be reached (social media, websites, faith leaders, for example)?
- How should local leaders stay in touch with each regional or national advocacy group that may become involved?
- What should be done to learn about and control false rumors?

Develop events and meetings that allow people to express emotions positively and also help people listen and learn.

- A carefully planned event, such as a memorial service or peaceful demonstration, allows people to express their emotions safely. Absent such events, people may choose unproductive ways to vent emotions. "When people become angry, the natural response is to do something aggressive: punch something, kick something, say something mean," said Brad Bushman, Professor of Communication and Psychology, The Ohio State University. "And after venting, about 75 percent of people say they feel better, which is right – they do. But what they don’t realize is that the good feeling is fleeting and reinforces the destructive behavior."

- Town hall events may be productive or destructive for similar reasons. Thus, it may be helpful to seek a mediator’s help to arrange a productive dialogue that offers those who participate the opportunity to:
  - Listen and be listened to so that all speakers can be heard
  - Speak and be spoken to in a respectful manner
  - Develop or deepen mutual understanding
  - Learn about the perspectives of others and reflect on one’s own views.

Thomas Battles, CRS Conciliator and Regional Director, suggests being creative in setting up such events: "Tap nontraditional resources. Get Radio DJ’s, athletes, corner leaders and others to control the crowd and give them a chance to talk the language and give everyone a chance to voice their concerns."
To increase public confidence, public officials may decide to become more aggressively open in decision-making and in explanations about decisions.

Social media offer new challenges in the midst of community unrest. Thus, public officials may want to establish ways to monitor social media, as well as to communicate through social media and websites.

Be precise in describing those committing unlawful actions that occur in the context of community unrest. Painting with too broad a brush the actions of individuals that violate the law (“These protestors are criminals.”) can alienate and embitter law-abiding residents with the same views.

It may be feasible to develop messages that most leaders and involved parties can subscribe to even if they disagree regarding the desired outcome of the conflict and promote dissemination of these messages. It can help if a community has already identified its shared aspirations. See Divided Community Project, Identifying a Community Spirit (2019). If not, it may help to refer to American aspirations regarding innovation, a “can do” approach, and the sense that we are better together – we want to value and include people of varying backgrounds and ideas. See Divided Community Project, American Spirit – The Report (2019). Gwen Whiting of Everyday Democracy, a nonprofit that sometimes helps with community conflict, explains it this way: “There needs to be a unifying voice of all parties. Not necessarily a unity of message (one message will not work for all people) but a unity of voice.”

Develop an inter-faith task force and other task forces of people trusted by diverse stakeholders within the community. These task force members can be briefed thoroughly and then asked to communicate with their audiences.

Determine the “flash points” that can raise tensions, and develop communication strategies to deal with them. For example, CRS Director Grande Lum summarized CRS views of predictable points of tension in conflict precipitated by police use of force: “1) initial incident, 2) initial law enforcement response, 3) media coverage, 4) protests, rallies and marches, 5) investigations, 6) results of investigations, 7) youth response, 8) collateral incidents, 9) trial or court decisions, 10) anniversaries.”

When there are issues involving race, consider how leaders should discuss them. Hilary Shelton, Senior Vice President for Advocacy, NAACP, offers this advice: “People are sometimes afraid to take on the issue of race and racial tension even though we know it exists and must be addressed. For city and town officials, it is key not to hesitate and to deal with these crucial issues from the outset. Our officials must work to understand how to best manage these extremely important conversations. A major issue in bringing solutions to these challenges is preparing in advance for these instances.” (See also Kirwan Institute Principles of Equitable Engagement cited in Part III.)
The 2015 murders of a prominent African-American minister and state representative and eight other African-American individuals attending a Bible study group at the historic Emanuel AME Church in Charleston, South Carolina, brought to the consciousness of many that some segments of society continue to harbor racial hatred. Almost immediately, the President, South Carolina Governor, and Charleston Mayor held press conferences in which each expressed grief about the deaths and their understandings that the murders raised broader concerns about racism in society that must be addressed. Congress and South Carolina legislators held prayer vigils. Thus, media coverage included these statements that framed the issue broadly and expressed compassion. Officials expedited investigations and communications. The police chief held a news conference within 30 minutes of arresting the prime suspect. The U.S. Attorney General held a press conference to announce a federal investigation as well.

A memorial service at Emanuel AME Church, addressed by the President and covered by the media, provided a prominent event for expression of emotions. The South Carolina legislature expedited legislation to remove the Confederate flag, taking one clear first step responsive to these broader concerns.

In an interview with PBS, U.S. Representative James Clyburn, an African-American active in civil rights throughout his career, reiterated the larger issue of racism by some that remains to be addressed by the nation, but also reflected that the sanctuary was racially diverse during the memorial service and expressed his belief that it evidenced a community coalescing, a joint approach that would serve the nation well as it addresses issues of racism in the future.

---

Sanford, Florida "hired a public relations firm so that the city could respond to media requests in a timely way. Sanford [also] needed a means to control rumors. By the time Zimmerman’s trial occurred in 2013, the local clergy had formed an association, Sanford Pastors Connecting, that met regularly, and the Sanford Police Department, CRS, and the County Sheriff's Office reserved seats in the courtroom that could be rotated among members of that association. The pastors could provide information to members that would be trusted...."

---

(VI) ISSUE DEFINITION

Identify the factors external to the triggering incident that may have contributed to the conflict and then define and frame the issues, right from the beginning, to reflect the way in which residents view the conflict.

Conflict doesn’t occur in a vacuum. The outward expression of conflict is usually a symptom of the overall problem. In order to get at the heart of the issue it is important for leaders to look at the external factors that may have contributed to the overall conflict. Defining the issues this broadly gives some portions of the community confidence that their leaders appreciate the depth of their concerns and also helps leaders explain those concerns to other parts of the community.

Conversely, dealing only with the precipitating incident leads to bitterness, a “festering wound,” in the words of Sanford, Florida City Manager Norton Bonaparte and April Young of Equity Partners.

Sometimes the issue may be initially named by a news organization. Who gets to name the problem and how it gets named are critical factors in determining whether and how the problem can be addressed. This framing of issues can determine what kinds of actions may need to be considered to address the issues. Many of the issues that may need to be dealt with will only be addressed by getting stakeholders from all sectors of the community involved.

"Cincinnati Riots 2001" by Ryan Thomas is licensed under CC BY-NC-ND 2.0.
POSSIBLE STRATEGIES

- Stay in touch with the communities within the community and the ways that they define the issues. For example, a police department that is truly reflective of the community that it serves allows the Chief of Police and members of the department an opportunity to keep a pulse on the community and its view on the issues, apart from a specific incident. Former Toledo, Ohio Police Chief Derrick Diggs explains, “You can tell when things are going to happen and when there is unrest in the community.”

- Call on experts who can help leaders understand the underlying politics, history, and economic aspects of the problems. Protests may focus on the recent school discipline of a student but a former school board member may be able to explain how discipline had been a flashpoint during earlier school desegregation days and education experts may bring to bear research on the effects of certain school rules on low income families, leading to disproportionate violations of those rules by their children. Thus, local leaders may decide that a broader discussion of school rules and discipline is warranted.

- Remember that the issues need not be defined by demands, but rather by the concerns underlying them. The demand may be for all public school teachers to be armed during the school day; but leaders may frame the issue as how to enhance safety in the classrooms.

- Indicate that the community acknowledges “protest as a valid expression of civic voice and engagement” (OSU Kirwan Institute for the Study of Race and Ethnicity).

ILLUSTRATION

In Tampa, Florida, when concerns about racially-biased enforcement of bicycle ordinances were raised, the police chief checked and found no resident complaints to that effect. But she also noticed that citations went disproportionately to African-American individuals. So she and the mayor requested a U.S. Department of Justice investigation. An open Justice Department community meeting led to an understanding that some African-American youths were afraid to ride bikes because they believed that the police would target them. A veteran who had returned from deployment in the Middle East spoke about being pulled over for lack of a bike light and then suffered a rotator cuff tear as police threw him against the squad car. Civil rights advocates noted that an all-white residents complaint board made them doubt whether complaints through that route would be fairly heard, and that the ACLU and NAACP had received numerous complaints of racial profiling in bike ordinance citations. They learned about the differential impact of some bike ordinance requirements. By seeking more information before denying the validity of the concerns, public officials learned a great deal more about the breadth of them.
LONGER-TERM STRATEGIES FOR ADDRESSING THE CAUSE OF CONFLICT

The leader's role does not end when the immediate conflict subsides. Building solutions involves dealing with the heart of the community division that was illuminated by the triggering incident. Collaborative decision-making helps to establish solutions embraced by the community as a whole, engages those who might feel disenfranchised, and establishes a pattern of working across past divides to solve problems. Leaders need to demonstrate on-going commitment and support to addressing the problems.

(I) COLLABORATIVE PROCESSES

Work with mediators to deepen the collaborative processes established immediately after the conflict began with the aim of developing long-term plans and implementation strategies.

Public officials will make some decisions as the need for change becomes apparent but often need to involve a broader group in plans and actions to bring about deeper change. By collaborating with those who have concerns, leaders can offer a constructive way to express concerns, thus reducing the potential that conflict gets escalated in order to gain attention. They can help establish constructive patterns to deal with future division. They can ensure the continuing involvement of the broader community, not just government, in solving the problems. They can develop consensus on public policies and practices.

“Jamar Clark Listening Session – Minneapolis Police” by Tony Webster is licensed under CC BY 2.0.
POSSIBLE STRATEGIES

- Continue to use the mediator engaged at the beginning of the conflict. The CRS mediators may have had to move to other communities by this time and therefore the local mediators may take on greater roles.

- Provide staff and logistical support on an on-going basis.

- Establish task forces for particular problems.

- Set up bridging groups for consultation over the long-term.

- With more time, expand the group of persons involved in resolving the issues.

  - Consider adding additional experts, depending on the nature of the issues, to provide background on, for example:

    - The economic realities of the community (What is the unemployment rate? Economically, where do residents fit on a continuum between an overall sense of confidence in their future and an environment of desperation?).

    - Community resources (How are public funds allocated among police, education, code enforcement and other local functions? What would it cost to pursue various options being proposed and what would be changed to secure those resources?)

    - Community history (What prior conflicts have arisen and how were they handled? What is the history regarding this particular conflict?)

    - The social realities of the community (What is the high school graduation rate? How is the health care system? Are we meeting the basic needs of our residents?).

    - The political realities (Are the political representatives actually representative of the community they serve? Are residents being heard?).

    - The legal/law enforcement realities (Do people have equal access to justice? Do people respect the justice system?).

    - Data regarding the underlying issues related to the subject matter of the incident.

- Use the collaborative process you established to deal with issues that arise over time. For example, an informal outdoor memorial to a violence victim with stuffed animals and toys may eventually need to be moved. The group might help find a respected place for some of the items, dispose of others, and confirm with those upset the careful consideration given to the decision.

- Establish accountability measures to ensure continuing implementation of solutions reached. Accountability measures might take the form of a review commission created to address a specific grievance, a specific change in a local government policy, or benchmarks with periodic reports back to the community.

- Celebrate accomplishments as they happen to keep participants motivated and engaged. This might take the form of a press conference with representatives of different groups in the community taking part or a lunch to publicly thank different members of the community for their efforts.

- Plan ahead for future unrest while people still appreciate the costs of not doing so. The Divided Community Project has another document to help with that planning, Planning in Advance of Community Unrest (2d ed., 2020).
“BRIDGES, an acronym which stands for Building Respect In Diverse Groups to Enhance Sensitivity, is a successful partnership between federal law enforcement agencies and leaders in the Arab American and Middle Eastern communities in the metro-Detroit region. It is the outgrowth of an alliance formed shortly after September 11, 2001, when John Bell, then the special Agent in Charge of FBI-Detroit, and Imad Hamad, Regional Director of the American Arab Anti-Discrimination Committee, gathered together government and community leaders to address backlash against the local Arab American and Middle Eastern communities. From this alliance evolved BRIDGES, which now meets on a regular basis to provide a forum to address issues of mutual concern and to foster better understanding. BRIDGES addresses issues such as border crossings, no-fly lists, charitable giving, cultural sensitivity, hate crimes, law enforcement policies and procedures, and immigration. The Detroit BRIDGES model has been touted by at least one academic who studied it as the ‘gold standard’ for law enforcement partnerships with the Arab, Muslim and Sikh Communities. The success of BRIDGES has inspired other districts to form their own chapters.”


“After using dialogue to address poverty and build prosperity, residents of the rural town of Wagner, S.D., realized that there was something holding them back from making real progress: they needed to address the long history of racial inequity and tensions between the white people living in the town and the American Indians living nearby. The racial tensions run deep, spanning many generations. In 2008, they began the first of many ongoing rounds of dialogues to address divisive issues in a peaceful manner. Eliminating racism and unpacking historical trauma won’t happen overnight, and Wagner residents are committed to achieving their vision a unified community. Subtle changes can be seen throughout the town: Some American Indians have invited white people to attend traditional events and ceremonies. A movie theater owned by a white person displays a ‘Thank you’ sign in both English and the local native language. And, more American Indians are moving into town. Study circles have been implemented in the school system as well. As a result, teachers are more intentional about creating inclusive curriculums. Native symbols and ceremonies are now being incorporated into school functions.

More American Indians are attending school events typically viewed as ‘white,’ such as prom. Efforts are being made to build relationships beyond the study circles through book clubs, film screenings, and informal gatherings of study circles alumni. Wagner residents can point to many larger successes including:

- The establishment of a small business incubator. Half of the board members are American Indian, and half are white.
- The redefinition of the Secretary of Indian Affairs [was initially housed in the department of tourism but was redefined] to a liaison between the state government and the American Indian community.
- A significant increase in graduation rates of American Indians, which is now 30%. Before the program, very few American Indians graduated high school.”

(II) PUBLIC INTERACTION

Maintain interaction with the public throughout this extended collaborative process to assure that it is addressing the issues that the community is grappling with.

Community leaders, working with the mediator, should develop a communications strategy for the period in which the collaborative process is underway. Such a strategy should have the components of the communications strategy during the de-escalation phase but also might include broader education of the community.

POSSIBLE STRATEGIES

- Set up the process so that the mediator can conduct some conversations in private but, at the same time, ensure that there are also communications about progress with the public and some sessions open to the public.

  Reach out to those not usually asked to participate: As the Kirwan Institute notes in its Principles of Equitable Civic Engagement, “building strong communities starts with recognizing the power that already exists in undervalued or ignored people and neighborhoods; however, some people are repeatedly not invited to identify, develop, and share their gifts. A healthy and equitable civic engagement environment is one that is built around the creative gifts of community members—all community members.”

- Engage the broader community in educational efforts that will aid implementation of the plan.

- Monitor media, including social media, and correct inaccurate rumors.
PREPARING AHEAD

The illustrations throughout this guide give a sense of the vast number of actions to be considered during a short period of time and also how dependent communities are during a crisis on the trust and resiliency that these communities have already developed. In short, planning ahead matters a great deal. Several communities are now working to plan in advance of a triggering incident — to build trust across the community, listen for and respond to residents’ concerns, make clear the ways that residents can demonstrate and hold events safely and effectively, and create a plan that will help in a crisis. Communities across the country are demonstrating that the absence of division is not a sign of community strength; rather, the way that communities prepare and work together to address the underlying issues driving conflict reveal true strength and resilience. The OSU Divided Community Project has drawn lessons from these communities and published a separate guide that outlines considerations for planning in general. The project published specialized guides for two special planning issues — handling social media in the midst of community division and identifying a community spirit. The OSU Kirwan Institute on the Study of Race and Ethnicity has published multiple reports and guidance to connect individuals and communities with opportunities needed for thriving by educating the public, building the capacity of allied social justice organizations, and investing in efforts that support equity and inclusion, including Principles for Equitable Civic Engagement (OSU Kirwan, 2019).
RESOURCES

REACHING THE JUSTICE DEPARTMENT’S COMMUNITY RELATIONS SERVICE

The first recommended step in this document is to contact CRS. This may be done easily with a call to the regional office, as explained on CRS’s website:

The Community Relations Service has 10 Regional Directors who supervise conflict resolution specialists (also called conciliation specialists) in regional offices and 4 smaller field offices. These offices are strategically located throughout the country to meet the unique needs of the states and communities they serve. The Regional Directors are highly trained professional mediators, facilitators, trainers, and consultants who are experienced in bringing together communities in conflict to help them enhance their ability to independently prevent and resolve existing and future concerns. Regional Directors oversee the regional conflict resolution teams in the development of customized and proactive local solutions. The 10 regional offices are located in Boston, New York, Philadelphia, Atlanta, Chicago, Dallas, Kansas City, Denver, Los Angeles, and Seattle. The field offices are located in Miami, Detroit, Houston, and San Francisco. The regional and field offices increase the availability of CRS services to rural communities and aid in rapid deployment during crises. http://www.justice.gov/crs/about-crs.

The 50-year-old CRS describes its functions as follows:

The Community Relations Service is the Department’s “Peacemaker” for community conflicts and tensions arising from differences of race, color, national origin, gender, gender identity, sexual orientation, religion and disability. CRS is not an investigatory or prosecutorial agency, and it does not have any law enforcement authority.

Rather, the Agency works with all parties, including State and local units of government, private and public organizations, civil rights groups, and local community leaders, to uncover the underlying interests of all of those involved in the conflict and facilitates the development of viable, mutual understandings and solutions to the community’s challenges. In addition, CRS assists communities in developing local mechanisms and community capacity to prevent tension and violent hate crimes from occurring in the future. All CRS services are provided free of charge to the communities and are confidential. CRS works in all 50 states and the U.S. territories, and in communities large and small, rural, urban and suburban. http://www.justice.gov/crs.

PUBLISHED RESOURCES


Department of Justice, Community Oriented Policing Services. Strengthening the Relationship between Law Enforcement and Communities of Color (2014).

Divided Community Project, Planning in Advance of Community Unrest (The Ohio State University Moritz College of Law 2d ed., 2019).

Divided Community Project, Community Division and Social Media (2d ed., 2019).


Nancy H. Rogers, When Conflicts Polarize Communities: Designing Localized Offices that Intervene Collaboratively, 30 Ohio State Journal on Dispute Resolution 173 (2015).
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NAACP White Paper, Year One: Towards Safe Communities, Good Schools, and a Fair Chance for All Americans (2010).
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